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Prey definition is - an animal taken by a predator as food. How to use prey in a sentence.
Prey | Definition of Prey by Merriam-Webster
Prey definition, an animal hunted or seized for food, especially by a carnivorous animal. See more.
Prey | Definition of Prey at Dictionary.com
With Rosie Cavaliero, Daniel Jillings, Darren Whitfield, John Simm. On the run accused of a terrible
crime, Manchester Detective Marcus Farrow tries to prove his innocence while being hunted by his
former friends and colleagues.
Prey (TV Series 2014–2015) - IMDb
In Prey, you awaken aboard Talos I, a space station orbiting the moon in the year 2032. You are the
key subject of an experiment meant to alter humanity forever – but things have gone terribly
wrong. The space station has been overrun by hostile aliens and you are now being hunted.
Prey on Steam
Directed by Darrell Roodt. With Bridget Moynahan, Peter Weller, Carly Schroeder, Jamie Bartlett. An
American family on holiday in Africa becomes lost in a game reserve and stalked by lions.
Prey (2007) - IMDb
Prey is a first-person shooter video game developed by Arkane Studios and published by Bethesda
Softworks.The game was released worldwide on 5 May 2017, for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 4
and Xbox One.. Prey takes place in an alternate timeline that resulted in an accelerated Space Race
and humankind taking to orbital stations far earlier. The player controls Morgan Yu while exploring
the ...
Prey (2017 video game) - Wikipedia
Prey | Fight the Invasion Now ... Prey
Prey | Fight the Invasion Now
Prey is a first-person shooter video game developed by Human Head Studios, under contract for 3D
Realms, and published by 2K Games, while the Xbox 360 version was ported by Venom Games.The
game was initially released in North America and Europe on July 11, 2006. Prey uses a heavily
modified version of id Tech 4 to use portals and variable gravity to create the environments the
player explores.
Prey (2006 video game) - Wikipedia
Another word for prey. Find more ways to say prey, along with related words, antonyms and
example phrases at Thesaurus.com, the world's most trusted free thesaurus.
Prey Synonyms, Prey Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Define prey. prey synonyms, prey pronunciation, prey translation, English dictionary definition of
prey. n. 1. a. An animal hunted or caught by another for food: The leopard carried its prey into a
tree. b. The collection of animals typically hunted and eaten...
Prey - definition of prey by The Free Dictionary
This horror-thriller from Blumhouse & Hyde Park with Director Franck Khalfoun (Amityville: The
Awakening) follows Toby (Logan Miller) as he must survive an island retreat while a sinister force
hunts him, leaving bodies in its wake.
Watch Prey | Prime Video
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11 synonyms of prey from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 22 related words, definitions, and
antonyms. Find another word for prey. Prey: an animal that is hunted or killed.
Prey Synonyms, Prey Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus
The latest tweets from @preygame
Prey Game (@preygame) • Twitter
prey meaning: 1. an animal that is hunted and killed for food by another animal: 2. an animal that is
hunted and…. Learn more.
PREY | definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Summary Teaser. The Hunters plan the end for their prey. A bio-ship piloted by a sole member of
Species 8472 is fleeing from a Hirogen warship.The younger of the two Hirogen wants to intercept
the bio-ship and make the kill but the Alpha tells him to maintain their distance. He instructs the
younger Hirogen that his prey is injured and its behavior will be the "key to its destruction."
Prey (episode) - Memory Alpha, the Star Trek Wiki
“Prey” Written by Brannon Braga Directed by Allan Eastman Season 4, Episode 16 Production
episode 184 Original air date: February 18, 1998 Stardate: 51652.3 Captain’s log. A Hirog…
Star Trek: Voyager Rewatch: “Prey” | Tor.com
Prey creates virtual products for IMVU 3D Chat.
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